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Abstract: The objective was to translate, adapt, and analyze the psychometric properties of a shortened
version of the HIV Stigma Scale using a sample of 100 HIV+ adults, with a mean age of 49.88 (SD = 12.03)
diagnosed for an average of 9.39 (SD = 7.36) years. The psychometric properties of the short version of the
Stigma Scale were analyzed through the one-factor structure and the original four-factor structure,
showing good fit for this last model. Convergent validity was found to be close to the acceptable for the
factors, “concerns about public attitudes” and “negative self-image”, and good for the factors, “disclosure
concerns” and “personalized stigma”. The results showed adequate discriminant validity for all factors,
coefficient Omega was above .70 for the four factors, showing adequate reliability. This Portuguese version
of the Stigma Scale is a good measure to assess the stigma of people living with HIV.
Keywords: HIV/Aids; Stigma; Psychometric properties; Portugal.
HIV Stigma Scale: Propriedades Psicométricas da Versão Portuguesa: O objetivo deste estudo foi
traduzir, adaptar e analisar as propriedades psicométricas de uma versão breve da Escala de
Estigmatização VIH, usando uma amostra de 100 adultos VIH+, com idade média de 49.88 (DP = 12-03),
com diagnóstico médio há 9.39 (DP = 7.36) anos. As qualidades psicométricas foram analisadas atendendo
à estrutura de um fator e da estrutura original de quatro fatores, mostrando um melhor ajustamento para
este último modelo. A validade convergente foi considerada próxima do aceitável para o fator atitudes
públicas e autoimagem negativa, e boa para os fatores preocupação com a divulgação e estigma
personalizado. Os resultados mostraram validade discriminante adequada para todos os fatores. O
coeficiente Omega foi superior a .70 para os quatro fatores, mostrando confiabilidade adequada. Esta
versão portuguesa parece ser é uma boa escala para avaliar o estigma de pessoas que vivem com VIH em
Portugal.
Palavras-chave: VIH /SIDA; Estigma; Propriedades Psicométricas; Portugal.
Short HIV Stigma Scale: Psychometric Properties of the Portuguese Version
At the end of 2018, the World Health Organization (WHO, 2018) estimated that 37.9 million people were
living with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and about 770,000 people had died of HIV-related
diseases worldwide. In a recent report from the National Institute of Health, in Portugal, Doctor Ricardo
Jorge (NIH, 2019), in collaboration with the Directorate-General of Health (DGH), estimated that 59,913
people were currently living with HIV and 22,551 were living with acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS). Although the number of new HIV and AIDS diagnoses has been declining in the past decade (46%
and 67%, respectively; NIH, 2019), Portuguese citizens living with HIV/AIDS continue to face several
challenges, in particular the perceived stigma related to HIV (e.g., Gonçalves, 2018; Matos, 2019; Silva,
2016; Sousa, 2017).
HIV stigma is a complex social issue, where people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) may experience
prejudice (i.e., negative feelings and beliefs regarding HIV infected people; Brewer, 2007), discrimination
(i.e., behavioral expressions of prejudice towards HIV infected people), and stereotypes (i.e., negative
beliefs about HIV infected people; Kanahara, 2006). According to Goffman’s theory of social stigma, a stigma
is a phenomenon whereby an individual is classified in an undesirable stereotype, and is rejected based
upon an attribute, which is deeply discredited by the society (Goffman, 1963). According to Deacon (2006),
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researchers often extend the concept of “stigma” to include “discrimination” in order to “accommodate both
stigmatizing beliefs themselves and the effects of some stigmatization processes – discrimination” (p. 419).
This is problematic because it narrows the understanding about the impact of stigma, and presents a simple
relationship between stigma and disadvantage (Deacon, 2006). Earnshaw and Chaudoir (2009) proposed
a theoretical model (i.e., HIV stigma framework) that describes the differences in stigma mechanisms (i.e.,
a person's reaction to the knowledge that he/she has an attribute that is devalued) experienced by PLWHA
and people who are HIV uninfected (PWAHU). The HIV stigma context proposes that the HIV stigma for
PLWHA involves experiences of prejudice, stereotyping and discrimination due to one´s HIV infection
(enacted stigma); expectations of enacted stigma (anticipated stigma); and internalization of negative
feelings and beliefs due to experiences of discrimination, stereotyping, and prejudice (internalized stigma;
Earnshaw & Chaudoir, 2009).
PLWHA may face adverse psychological, behavioral, and health outcomes, depending on the type of
stigma. For example, PLWHA with high levels of enacted stigma may experience psychological distress,
higher substance use, and lowered health well-being (Poon et al., 2012; Reisner et al., 2015). PLWHA with
high levels of anticipated stigma may not disclose their HIV status due to fear of being socially rejected
(Derlega et al., 2004). Finally, PLWHA with high levels of internalized stigma may have a higher risk of HIV
sexual risk behavior (Burnham et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2016).
Despite the scarcity of empirical studies conducted in Portugal about HIV-related stigma, recent data
has shown that Portuguese PLWHA report high levels of perceived stigmatization (Gonçalves, 2018; Matos,
2019; Silva, 2016; Sousa, 2017), which, in turn, has led to consistent high reports of difficulties regarding
disclosure of their HIV infection. For example, a qualitative study, with a sample of 12 heterosexual and
homosexual men living with HIV from two hospitals in Northern Portugal, showed that participants hold
negative expectations about people’s reaction (anticipated stigma), thus preferring to live secretly due to
fear of being socially rejected, losing their jobs, or to protect themselves and their loved ones (Matos, 2019).
Consequently, these participants verbalized negative feelings and beliefs about themselves (internalized
stigma; Matos, 2019). Other quantitative results showed that higher levels of HIV stigma were positively
correlated with psychopathology (Silva, 2016), suicide ideation (Sousa, 2017), and lower therapeutic
adherence (Gonçalves, 2018). These results are in accordance with the literature, revealing that HIV stigma
continues to be a major barrier to HIV prevention and treatment worldwide (Earnshaw & Chaudoir, 2009).
In order to maximize the demand of HIV services, facilitate therapeutic adherence, and encourage high
rates of disclosure, first and foremost, valid, reliable, and easily administered tools that measure HIVrelated stigma in PLWHA (Earnshaw & Chaudoir, 2009) have to be available.
Several instruments have been developed to measure HIV stigma, such as the Internalized Stigma
Scale (Sayles et al., 2008), the Measures of Stigma and Social Impact of Disease (Fife & Wright, 2000), the
Enacted, Vicarious, Felt Normative, and Internalized HIV Stigma Scales (Steward et al., 2008), and the HIV
Stigma Scale (Berger et al., 2001). However, the HIV Stigma Scale (Berger et al., 2001) is the most widely
used in the literature because it covers and differentiates all three stigma mechanisms (enacted,
anticipated, and internalized stigma) for PLWHA, as proposed by Earnshaw and Chaudoir (2009). Based
on a conceptual model of perceived stigma, Berger et al. (2001) developed the HIV Stigma Scale, a 40-item
self-report measure, composed of four subscales (i.e., “personalized stigma”, “disclosure concerns”,
“negative self-image”, and “concern with public attitudes toward people with HIV”), that assesses HIVrelated stigma in PLWHA. The HIV Stigma Scale proved to be a valid and reliable measure (Cronbach’s alpha
of .90 or greater for the overall scale and all subscales) in the original study by Berger et al. (2001), and
was, subsequently, adapted and validated in different countries, including, India (Jeyaseelan et al., 2013),
Peru (Franke et al., 2010), Puerto Rico (Jimenez et al., 2010), Sweden (Lindberg et al., , 2014), USA (Bunn
et al., 2007), Spain (Fuster-Ruiz de Apodaca et al., 2015), and Mozambique (Massicotte, 2010). Although
the HIV Stigma Scale can be used to assess the perception of HIV-related stigma, it has some limitations.
First, the length of the scale (40 items) can be burdensome during administration and difficult to combine
with other survey measures. Second, 24 items (out of 40) of the HIV Stigma Scale are loaded on more than
one subscale, and five of these are related to three of the four subscales. Although these items ensure that
the subscales are highly correlated, they also do little to differentiate between the subscales, which, in a
factor analysis, should be discarded (Comrey & Lee, 1992). Finally, the overlap of these items prevents the
sum of the four subscale scores to give the overall score. Given these concerns, shortened versions of the
HIV Stigma Scale (21, 25 and 32 items) have been previously published (Bunn et al., 2007; Franke et al.,
2010; Jeyaseelan et al., 2013; Jimenez et al., 2010). Reinius et al. (2017) validated a short version of the HIV
stigma scale, in response to the limitations related to the full version of the scale, namely excluding cross
loading items for the short version of the HIV stigma scale and to facilitate the inclusion of HIV stigma in
more extensive surveys. This study confirmed a four-factor structure, with good psychometric properties
and reliability, indicating that broadness of the stigma concept had been captured. Other authors have since
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translated and analyzed psychometric properties of this scale to other populations, namely in Brazil (Luz
et al., 2020), that confirmed the four-factor structure of the scale, with good psychometric properties.
To our knowledge, no study has validated the HIV Stigma Scale for the Portuguese context.
Considering this gap in the literature, and the limitations aforementioned (e.g., length of the HIV Stigma
Scale), the purpose of this study was to translate, adapt, and analyze the psychometric properties of a
shortened version of the HIV Stigma Scale (12 items) in a sample of HIV positive adults. We expect to
confirm the four-factor structure of the scale for Portuguese PLWHIV, with good psychometric properties,
convergent and divergent validity, and good reliability. We also expect to confirm external validity with
other measures: Higher scores in stigma factors will be associated with higher scores related to clinical
symptomatology and suicide ideation; higher scores in stigma factors will be associated with lower scores
related to social support.
METHOD
Participants
The participants were 100 PLWHA aged between 21 and 81 years old (M = 49.88; SD = 12.03) integrated
in the Infectious Disease consultation of two hospital centers in Northern Portugal, diagnosed with
HIV/AIDS for an average of 9.39 (SD = 7.36; Min = 1; Max = 32) years. Most participants were male (81%)
and were Portuguese (95%). Most of the participants had elementary school or lower (76%), 6% high
school and 8% higher education. Regarding marital status, 41% were married, 37% were single, 15% were
divorced and 4% were widowed. Concerning professional status, 39% of participants were employed, 28%
were unemployed, 29% were retired and 4% were on medical leave.
The most frequent source of contamination was sexual risk behaviors (37%), followed by material
sharing in injection drug use (17%). A lower number of participants reported they had been infected in the
context of a stable marital relationships (6%) or by contaminated blood transfusion (3%). More than a
third of participants (37%) reported they did not know their contamination source.
Measures
The Demographic and Health Questionnaire (removed for review) is subdivided into three parts: (1)
personal and family characterization, where we collected information such as sex, age, civil status,
nationality and educational qualifications; (2) socio-professional characterization, which asks about the
current and past situation regarding the participant's jobs, as well as source of income; and (3) health
conditions: questions about the date of diagnosis, pathologies that may have been associated with the
diagnosis, which type of health service was the most used, the ease of being assisted when needed,
attendance at consultations and antiretroviral therapy.
The HIV Stigma Scale – Short version (Reinius et al., 2017; Portuguese version removed for review)
is a short version of the HIV Stigma Scale developed by Berger et al. (2001). This version of the scale is
composed of 12 items, in a 4-point Likert format from (1) “Strongly Disagree” to (4) “Strongly Agree”. This
instrument is subdivided into four subscales: (1) “personalized stigma” (PS): Perceived consequences
resultant from other people knowing that the respondent has HIV, such as losing friends, feeling that people
were avoiding him/her, and regrets for having told people; (2) “disclosure concerns” (DC): controlling
information, keeping someone's HIV status secret or worrying about others who knew about the HIV status
of ongoing respondents; (3) “concerns with public attitudes” (CPA): what people think about PWLHIV or
what people with HIV can expect when other people learn they have HIV or as a consequence of people in
general knowing that a person has HIV; and (4) "negative self-image” (NSI): feeling unclean, inferior to
others, shame and guilt (Berger et al., 2001; Reinius et al., 2017). This instrument allows the calculation of
a general stigmatization index obtained by the sum of the responses to the 4 subscales, varying between
12 and 48. Each subscale can assume values between three and 12. Cronbach's alpha for the subscales were
all > .70.
The Medical Outcomes Study Social Support Survey (MOS-SSS-P; Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991,
Portuguese version from Fachado et al., 2007) consists of 20 items distributed by four factors: 1) emotional
support; 2) material support; 3) affective support and 4) positive social interaction. This instrument is a
five-point Likert scale from (0) “never” to (4) “always”. The Portuguese version of the instrument showed
good psychometric characteristics, namely in terms of internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha of .97) and
test-retest reliability (ICC = .94). For this sample, Cronbach's alpha was .98.
The Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis, 1993; Portuguese version: Canavarro, 1995) is a selfreport inventory, in which the subject qualifies through a Likert scale of (0) “Never” up to 4 “Very often”, a
total of 53 items. This scale consists of nine dimensions - Somatization, Obsessions-Compulsions,
Interpersonal Sensitivity, Depression, Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Paranoid Ideation and
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Psychoticism. The instruments allow us to obtain three global indexes: the General Symptom Index
(intensity of discomfort experienced according to the number of reported symptoms), the Positive
Symptom Index (mean intensity of all reported symptoms) and the Total Positive Symptoms (number of
symptomatic complaints presented). The Portuguese version of the instrument has good psychometric
properties, namely in terms of internal consistency and discriminant validity (Canavarro, 1999). According
to the author, the General Symptom Index is the best single indicator of psychopathological symptoms
(Canavarro, 1999). The Cronbach alpha for this sample was .97.
The Suicide Ideation Questionnaire (SIQ; Reynolds, 1988; Portuguese version for Ferreira & Castela,
1999) was used to assess the severity of suicidal thoughts in adolescents and adults, with the items that
make up the questionnaire encompassing a hierarchy of thoughts relative to suicide (Ferreira & Castela,
1999). This instrument consists of 30 items on a Likert scale from (0) “I have never had this thought” to (6)
“almost every day”. The Cronbach's alpha for this instrument was .96, and .98 for this sample.
Procedure
HIV stigma scale translation
The authors of the HIV Stigma Scale (Berger et al., 2001) and the short version of the same scale (Reinius
et al., 2017) were contacted and permission requested to translate, adapt and validate the scale. Both
authors gave their consent. The translation and cross-cultural adaptation of the questionnaire followed the
International Test Commission Guidelines for Translating and Adapting Tests (International Test
Commission, 2017). The translation was performed by two independent researchers, followed by
retroversion by an English native speaker and compared with the original version. The final version was
submitted to a pilot test with six people with HIV, allowing the adapting and optimizing of the final version
of the questionnaire.
Data Collection
The present study is part of a broader project Stigmatization, Mental Health and HIV/AIDS adaptation,
which aims to understand the (des)adaptive processes of PLWHA in Portugal. This study received approval
from the ethics committee of the two hospitals in northern Portugal where the data was collected. Contacts
were established with the physicians responsible for infectious disease consultation. Participants were
initially approached by their attending physician with information about the research and asked about
their willingness to participate. They were then referred to the researcher's office, where they received all
the information about the study, such as the objectives, ethics procedures (e.g., anonymity and
confidentiality) and then informed consent. Data collection consisted of a protocol composed of the
mentioned questionnaires, lasting approximately 30 minutes, in a single moment. The investigators were
trained psychologists and, if needed, the participants were emotionally stabilized before the assessment
was completed.
Data Analysis
The data analysis was performed with resource to SPSS Statistics v25 and AMOS (IBM SPSS, 2017).
Descriptive analysis of the items, normal distribution of the items (skewness and kurtosis) and Mahalanobis
distance analysis were performed. Items with absolute values of Sk<3 and Ku<7, were considered normally
distributed (Kline, 2011). Mahalanobis distance analysis allowed for the exclusion from the sample of two
participants farthest from the centroid (p < .001). From the total participants that participated in this study (n =
103), only participants with no missing values were considered (n = 100).
Once normality was observed, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was performed using Maximum
Likelihood estimation method for two models of the short version of HIV stigma scale: the one-factor and
four-factor. The goodness of ﬁt indexes used to evaluate the models were: a) the chi-square value, which
determines the adjustment in case of a result without statistical significance, although this value is almost
always significant, especially in large samples (Marôco, 2014). To circumvent this, we used the SatorraBentler chi-square/degrees of freedom (SBχ2/df) being acceptable values ≤ 3, good ≤ 2, and ≤ 1 considered
very good (Santorra & Bentler, 1994; 2001); (b) the square root of the root mean squared error (RMSEA),
considered acceptable for values below .07 and good for values < .06 (Steiger, 1990; Steiger et al., 1985);
p-value was also considered as a complement to this adjustment measure, considering more adjusted
models for p > .05; c) Good of Fit Index (GFI) Comparative Fit Index (CFI), TLI (Tucker Lewis Index),
Incremental Fit Index (IFI) whose values are considered good if > .90 and very goof if > .95 (Bentler, 1990;
Bentler & Bonnet, 1980; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Tanaka & Huba, 1985).
Convergent validity was estimated through average variance extracted (AVE), whose value should
exceed 0.50 to be considered adequate (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). To discriminant validity, we used the
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Fornell-Larcker criterion that requires that the square root of AVE values should be higher than the
maximum value of the construct’s correlations with any other construct involved in the theoretical model
(Hair et al., 2014); as a latent construct should better explain the variance of its own indicator than the
variance of other latent constructs. Moreover, the discriminant validity is demonstrated if the VEM of the
factors are equal or greater than the square of the correlation between these factors (Marôco, 2014).
External validity was performed to the correlation estimates between the HIV stigma scale, the BSI
(Canavarro, 1995), the SIQ (Ferreira & Castelo, 1999) and the MOS-SSS-P (Fachado et al., 2007).
To assess reliability, we used the Cronbach’s alpha and Coefficient Omega (considered adequate if
above .70; Dunn et al., 2014), corrected item-total correlation (considered adequate if above .20; Finch et
al., 2016), and mean inter-item correlation (considered adequate if values between .15 and .50; Clark & Watson,
1995).
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the descriptive analysis of the items, skewness and kurtosis. The values of univariate
skewness and kurtosis of all items are in the range considered for the assumption of normality (univariate
sk <3 and univariate ku <7), enabling the subsequent analyses.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the Portuguese short HIV stigma scale items.
M

SD

Sk

S.E of Sk

ku

S.E of ku

Item 1

2.42

0.59

0.17

0.24

-0.36

0.48

Item 2

2.54

0.54

0.23

0.24

-1.14

0.48

Item 3

2.94

0.47

-0.20

0.24

1.40

0.48

Item 4

2.78

0.60

-0.16

0.24

0.05

0.48

Item 5

2.11

0.59

0.28

0.24

0.61

0.48

Item 6

2.80

0.52

-0.25

0.24

0.01

0.48

Item 7

2.68

0.57

0.10

0.24

-0.64

0.48

Item 8

2.97

0.49

-0.08

0.24

1.25

0.48

Item 9

2.65

0.54

-0.04

0.24

-0.85

0.48

Item 10

2.31

0.60

0.06

0.24

1.70

0.48

Item 11

2.19

0.49

0.94

0.24

1.56

0.48

Item 12

2.35

0.58

0.45

0.24

-0.01

0.48

Note: M – Mean; SD – Standard Deviation; Sk – Skewness; K – Kurtosis

Table 2 illustrates the fit indexes of the two factorial models of the short HV stigma scale. The onefactor model scored above the recommended 0.90 in GFI and TLI indexes. The four-factor model shows a
very good adjustment quality, χ 2 /df = 1.11, GFI = 0.92, IFI = 0. 98, CFI = 0. 99, RMSEA = 0.03 (0.00 – 0.08),
p = .70.
Table 1. Goodness of fit indexes for the Portuguese short version of HIV stigma scale
Model

χ2 (df)

Short HIV Stigma Scale: One Factor
Short HIV Stigma Scale: four factors

p

χ2/df GFI

IFI

TLI

CFI

73.60 (51) .02

1.44

.89

.92

.89

.92

52.99 (49) .29

1.11

0.92

0.98

0.99

0.99

RMSEA
(IC 90%)
p-value
0.07
(0.03-0.10)
p = .20
0.03
(0.00 – 0.08)
p = .70

Note: χ2= Chi-square test; df = degrees of freedom; p = significance value; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; GFI =
Goodness-of-fi t Index; TLI = Tucker Lewis Index; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; IFI = Incremental Fit Index; AIC = Akaike Information
Criteria

Table 3 displays the item loadings for the four-factor model, with all the loadings above the .40 value.
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Table 3. Loadings for the confirmatory four-factor structure for the Portuguese short version of HIV stigma
scale
Itens

Loading

Personalised Stigma
Item 10

.81

Item 11

.82

Item 12

.90

Disclosure Concerns
Item 3

.71

It4

.74

It8

.71

Concerns about public attitudes
Item 6

.46

Item 7

.64

Item 9

.87

Negative self-image
Item 1

.67

Item 2

.75

Item 5

.66

Table 4 shows the person correlation matrix, AVE and square root AVE. The different factors showed
moderate to high positive correlations between them, with “concerns about public attitudes” and “negative
self-image” showing the lower correlation.
The convergent validity of the factors was assessed using the AVE, whose values were found to be
close to the acceptable for the factors, “concerns about public attitudes” (.46) and “negative self-image”
(.48), and above .50 for the factors, “disclosure concerns” (0.53) and “personalized stigma”, (.71). The
discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the correlations with the square root AVE, this value being
higher in all factors than the cross correlation between factors. Also, the discriminant validity was assessed
by comparison between AVE and the squares of correlations between factors. Since VEMPS = .71 and VEMDC
= .52 greater than r2 between these two factors (.09), we can say that the two factors have discriminant
validity. Similarly, we can demonstrate the discriminating validity of the factors, “Personalized stigma” and
“concerns about public attitudes” (r2 = .06); “Personalized stigma” and “negative self-image” (r2 = .22);
“disclosure concerns” and “concerns about public attitudes” (r2 = .13); “disclosure concerns” and “negative
self-image” (r2 = .24) and “concerns about public attitudes” and “negative self-image” (r2 = .04) whose
squares of correlations are lower than the VEM of each factor (Table 4).
Table 4. Pearson correlation matrix, convergent and discriminant validity
PS

DC

Personalized stigma

-

Disclosure concerns

.31**

Concerns about public attitudes

.25**

.36**

Negative self-image

.47**

.49**

CPA

.21*

AVE

Square root AVE

.71

.84

.52

.72

.46

.68

.48

.69

Note: PS = Personalized stigma; DC = Disclosure concerns; CPA = concerns about public attitudes; NS = negative self-image; AVE =
Average Variance Extracted
**p = .01; *p = .05

Table 5 presents the external validity of the Portuguese version of the Short HIV Stigma Scale.
Concurrent validity with the BSI General Index of Symptoms and with the Ideation Suicide Questionnaire
(SIQ) revealed the expected positive significant correlations. Negative significant correlations were
observed with the Medical Outcomes Study Social Support Survey (MOS-SSS-P) and its four subscales.
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Table 5. External validity of the Portuguese version of the Short HIV Stigma Scale
BSI General Index of Symptoms
SIQ

PS

DC

CPA

NS

.25*

.24*

.25*

.23*

.22*

.33**

.37**

.40**

-.28**

-.38**

-.40**

-.41**

Positive Social Interaction

-.23*

-.34**

-.36**

-.38**

Emotional support

-.27**

-.35**

-.40**

-.39**

Affective support

-.25*

-.33**

-.35**

-.36**

Material support

-.32**

-.41**

-.46**

-.42**

MOS-SSS-P

Note: BSI = Brief symptom inventory; SIQ = Suicide ideation Questionnaire; MOS-SSS-P = Medical Outcomes Study Social Support
Survey; PS = Personalized stigma; DC = Disclosure concerns; CPA = concerns about public attitudes; NS = negative self-image
**p = .001

Table 6 shows the reliability of the scale using multiple indicators. These values were mostly good
for all the subscales, with the exception of the Cronbach alpha for the factors, “concerns about public
attitudes” and “negative self-image” that scored lower than .70. However, the Omega coefficient is above
these value for all the factors. Also, the mean inter-item correlations for the “personalized stigma” factor
is above the expected (< .50).
Table 6. Reliability of the Portuguese version of the Short HIV Stigma Scale
Omega

Alpha

MIIC

CITCR

Personalized Stigma

.88

.81

.59

.62-.74

Disclosure Concerns

.76

.71

.41

.22-.39

Concerns about public attitudes

.71

.59

.25

.28-.38

Negative self-image

.73

.65

.31

.30-.39

Note: Omega = Omega coefficient; Alpha = Cronbach’s alpha; MIIC » Mean inter-item correlation; CITCR = Corrected item-total correlation
range

DISCUSSION
Several studies have conclusions about the impact of stigmatization on PLWHA mental health, well-being
and quality of life (e.g., Reisner et al., 2015; Silva, 2016; Wagner et al., 2016). Knowing the high prevalence
of stigma in this population worldwide, we identified the need to have an instrument that would allow its
assessment for the Portuguese population. As far as we know, this is the first study of psychometric
properties of the Short Version of HIV Stigma Scale in Portugal for adults living with HIV/Aids.
The procedures undertaken for the Portuguese translation and pilot study allowed for the
adjustment of the content of the instrument and guarantee that the items were easily perceived by
participants. In this study, we tested two different models: the one-factor and four-factor, with the latter
being the most used in international studies (e.g., Luz et al., 2020; Reinius et al., 2017). Although the onefactor model showed reasonable psychometric properties, the four-factor model showed very good
adjustment properties, fulfilled the recommended criteria in construct, external validity and reliability,
proving to be an adequate model to measure PLWHA stigma. The correlation matrix between the four
factors showed positive significant correlations between factors, however convergent and discriminant
analysis allowed for the reinforcement of the construct validity of the four-factor model.
As expected, HIV related stigma factors were positively associated with psychopathological
symptoms and suicide ideation, and negatively associated with social support, with similar effect size than
the observed in international studies. Logie and Gadalla (2009) conducted a meta-analysis with 24 studies
and concluded there was a significant negative medium effect size association (r = -.44) between HIVrelated stigma and positive mental health indicators (i.e., social support, life satisfaction, and emotional
health); a positive medium effect size association (r = .41) between HIV-related stigma and negative mental
health indicators (e.g., depression, anxiety, psychological distress); and a negative medium effect size
association (r = -.40) between HIV-related stigma and overall poor mental health. Similarly, a recent metaanalysis with 64 studies found a significant positive association between HIV-related stigma and depressive
symptoms (r = .40), anxiety (r = .32), and emotional or mental distress (r = .48) in PLWHA (Rueda et al.,
2016). These relationships seem to occur due to fear of negative consequences arising from the disclosure
of the diagnosis, which may result in material losses (e.g., loss of the job) or even loss of support from family
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and friends (Mo & Ng, 2017; Orr et al., 2021). In turn, stigma may lead to a perception of inadequate social
support even triggering suicidal thoughts (Heckman et al., 2002).
This study presents some limitations, namely the non-representativeness of the sample, and the
focus only on PLWHVA from two hospitals in the north of Portugal. More studies must be performed in
order to include more participants, from the whole country. As in the original version of this instrument
(Reinius, 2017), the sample used for the validation of the short version of the HIV Stigma Scale is composed
mostly of men, reflecting the sex distribution of PLWHA in Portugal (70% men vs 30% women). Specific
gender related properties of the instrument should be observed in future studies, namely through the
analysis of invariance. Another important analysis may be related to the Stigma Scale invariance according
to different sources of contamination (e.g., sexual, injection drug user and infected by a stable partner),
sexual orientation and age groups, as well as test-retest reliability. Although this four-factor model is
congruent with the original instrument, it is important to test additional factorial models, namely bifactor,
with higher samples, to understand if an overall stigma score is adequate.
CONCLUSION
This study allows for the analysis of the short version of the Stigma Scale, with good psychometric
properties, convergent and discriminant validity, as well as with adequate reliability. With these results,
we can conclude that this seems to be a good model for assessing the perceived stigma of PLWHVA in
Portugal. Stigmatization results from preconceived ideas that are reflected in society, with HIV being a
highly stigmatizing disease. Despite developments in the field of medicine, which allowed HIV to move from
potentially fatal to a chronic disease, the way society faces it has not followed this change. In this sense,
preventive work seems to be necessary at the level of dissemination and about the disease in society in
general. On the other hand, social and health professionals need to be made aware of the emotional and
social effects, namely the development of psychopathological symptoms related to stigmatization, in order
to prevent it. Intervention needs to focus not only on the physical and control level of the virus, but also on
the level of strategies to cope with all the psychosocial consequences of the disease: promoting quality of
life and well-being, as well as demystifying beliefs and removing self-blaming, often associated with the
diagnosis.
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